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Topics in Structured PGMs for Deep Learning

0. Overview
1. Challenge of Unstructured Modeling
2. Using graphs to describe model structure
3. Sampling from graphical models
4. Advantages of structured modeling
5. Learning about Dependencies
6. Inference and Approximate Inference
7. The deep learning approach to structured probabilistic models
   1. Ex: The Restricted Boltzmann machine
Modeling formalisms in Deep Learning

• Deep learning researchers draw on many modeling formalisms to guide their design efforts and describe their algorithms.

• One of these formalisms is the idea of *Structured probabilistic models* (also known as probabilistic graphical models, *PGMs*).

• They are a key ingredient of the most important research topics in deep learning.
What are PGMs?

• They are a way of describing probability distributions using a graph to describe which variables interact with each other directly.

• Graph is used in the sense of graph theory:
  – Vertices connected to one another by edges.

• Because structure is described by a graph they are called *graphical models* or *PGMs*.
What do PGMs offer to Deep Learning?

• A large PGM community has developed many different models, training algorithms and inference algorithms

• Some of these are very useful to the deep learning community
  – We will highlight which of these models have proven most useful
Treatment of PGMs in Deep Learning

- Deep learning practitioners tend to use very different model structures, learning algorithms and inference procedures than rest of PGM community
- We explain the differences and explain reasons for them
Plan of PGM Discussion

1. Challenges of building large scale probabilistic models

2. How to use a graph to describe the structure of a probability distribution
   - It has its own complications
     • E.g., which variables need to interact directly?
   - Discuss two approaches to overcome difficulty
     • By learning about dependencies

3. Unique emphasis placed by deep learning researchers to specific approaches
Challenge of Unstructured Modeling

• Goal of deep learning is to scale ML to the kind of challenges needed to solve AI
  – This means being able to understand high-dimensional data with rich structure
    • E.g., understand natural images,
    • Audio waveforms representing speech
    • documents containing multiple words and punctuations

• The classification task of machine learning is a limited goal
Classification is a limited goal

• Classification algorithms take input from a rich high-dimensional distribution and summarize it with a categorical label
  – What object is in the photo, What word is spoken in a recording, What topic a document is about

• Classification discards most of the input
  – E.g., ignore background when recognizing object

• Produces a single output
  – Or a distribution over values of that single output

• It is possible to ask PGMs to do other tasks
  – Which are often more expensive than classification
PGMs to do other tasks

- Often more expensive than classification
  - Some require producing many output values
  - Most require complete understanding of structure of entire input no option to ignore sections of it

- Some tasks are:
  1. Density estimation
  2. Denoising
  3. Missing value imputation
  4. Sampling
    - Each of these four tasks are described next
1. The Density Estimation Task

- Given an input $\mathbf{x}$, ML system returns an estimate of the true $p(\mathbf{x})$, under the data generating distribution
- Although requiring only a single output, requires a complete understanding of the entire input
  - Even if one element of vector $\mathbf{x}$ is unusual, the system must assign to it a low probability
  - The modes of the distribution must be preserved

- A bivariate multimodal distribution:
  - GANs have a famous problem with this
  - Called the “Mode Collapse” problem
2. The Denoising Task

• Given a damaged or incorrectly observed $\tilde{x}$, the ML system must return an estimate of the original or correct $x$
  
  – E.g., ML system is asked to remove dust or scratches from an old photograph

• This requires Multiple outputs
  
  • Every element of the clean $x$
  
  • An understanding of the entire input
    
    – Since even one damaged area will reveal output as damaged
3. Missing value imputation task

- Given the observations of some elements of $x$, the model is asked to return estimates of (or probability distribution) over some or all unobserved elements of $x$.

- Or a probability distribution over those parts.

- This requires multiple outputs. ML algorithm must understand entire input to be able to restore any elements of $x$. 
4. The sampling task

• The model generates new samples from the distribution \( p(x) \)

• Applications include speech synthesis
  – i.e., producing new waveforms that sound like natural human speech

• This requires multiple output values and a good model of the entire input

• If the samples have even one element from the wrong distribution, then the sampling process is wrong
Sampling Task with Natural Images

- Generate new samples from a distribution $p(x)$
  - E.g., probabilistic modeling of natural images

$p(x)$: color images from CIFAR-10 data set (32x32 pixels)

Some Enlarged images from above set

Some samples generated by PGM trained on CIFAR-10 data set

Synthesized images displayed here in same order as those that are closest in input set

Model is truly synthesizing new images rather than memorize the training data
Intractability of Rich Distributions

- Modeling a distribution over 1000s or millions of variables is challenging computationally/statistically
  - Consider 32x32x3 binary image
    - There are \(2^{3072}\) possible images
      - This is \(10^{800}\) larger than no. of atoms in universe

- More generally
  - If \(x\) contains \(n\) discrete variables with \(k\) possible values each, naive approach of representing \(P(x)\) by storing a lookup table with one probability per possible outcome requires \(k^n\) parameters
    - This is not feasible for four reasons, as seen next
Intractability of Table-based Model

1. *Memory*: cost of storing the representation
   - Unless $n$ and $k$ are small, table would be too large to store

2. *Statistical Efficiency*: As the number of parameters increases, so does the amount of training data needed to choose the values of those parameters using a statistical estimator
   - Astronomically large no of parameters implies astronomically large no of samples to fit accurately
Runtime intractability of na"ive method

3. **Runtime-- Cost of inference**
   
   – Suppose we want to use model of joint $P(x)$ to compute marginal $P(x_1)$ or conditional $P(x_2|x_1)$
     
     • It requires summing across the entire table
     
     – Runtime is as high as intractable memory cost of storing model

4. **Runtime-- Cost of sampling**
   
   – Suppose we need a sample from the model
     
     • Na"ive way is to draw a sample from $u \sim U(0,1)$
     
     • Iterate through table adding probabilities
       
       – until they exceed $u$ and return outcome corresponding to that position in the table
     
     • Requires reading through entire table--same cost

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$P(x=x')$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x^0$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^1$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^2$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^3$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Full Table approach is overkill

- Table-based approach models every possible interaction between variables
- Probability distributions in real tasks are much simpler than this
- Usually variables influence each other only indirectly
Direct and indirect interaction

• Ex: modeling finishing times in a relay race
• Team has three runners: Alice, Bob, Carol
  – Alice hands baton to Bob, Bob hands to Carol who finishes the lap
  
  – Alice’s finishing time $t_0$ does not depend on anyone else, Bob’s finishing time $t_1$ depends on Alice’s, Carol’s $t_2$ depends on Bob’s
  – Carol’s finishing time depends only indirectly on Alice’s
  – If we already know Bob’s finishing time, we will not be able to better estimate Carol’s finishing time by finding out what Alice’s finishing time was

• Thus we can model the relay race using only two interactions:
  – Alice’s effect on Bob and Bob’s effect on Carol
  – We can omit the third interaction between Alice and Carol